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War in Ukraine: Consequences for Škoda Auto and countermeasures

Resuming of CKD 
production in Ukraine

Stop 
of production 

in Ukraine

Duplication in other 
countries

Wire 
harnesses 
shortage

Further expansion 
to new markets

Consolidation 
of business 

in Russia
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Market environment: Further challenges and countermeasures

Supply chain issues Semiconductor shortage

INCREASED STOCK LEVELS PROJECT COMPASS
Cross Operational Management 

Parts & Supply Security
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Financial summary: Škoda Auto is resilient and remains on track

731,300
WORLDWIDE DELIVERIES

628 million euros
OPERATING PROFIT

3%
RETURN ON SALES
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[INSERT HIGHLIGHT VIDEO 2022]
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New corporate identity: Most radical change in 30 years
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E-campaign: Picking up speed to electrify Škoda

increase of 
Enyaq iV
deliveries YoY 

+20%
battery systems 
per day
(maximum production capacity)

1,500
new, additional 
EVs by 2026 

3
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Global footprint: India as a linchpin to expand Škoda’s internationalization strategy

car deliveries (YoY)

+127.7%
Škoda SlaviaŠkoda Kushaq
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[INSERT VIDEO OF MR. ARORA]
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New markets: Vietnam providing growth potential and leveraging synergy effects

vehicles per year 
expected beyond 
2030 in total

1 mio.
largest automotive 
market in Southeast 
Asia

4th
start of CKD 
production

2024
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Sustainability: Green Production and Green Products in focus

~ 35%
renewable energies
at Czech sites

> 43%
decrease of 
environmental impact 
per car since 2010 

> 50%
decrease of fleet 
emissions by 2030

> 70%
EV share in Europe 
by 2030

Green Production Green Products
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Next Level: Steering Škoda’s evolution up to 2030
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World premieres 2023: New models in the compact and large/SUV segments
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Driving internationalization: Exploring new growth markets

> 5%
market share for the 
Brand Group Volume

Strategic lead for the 
Brand Group Volume in the

ASEAN region
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Driving internationalization: Exploring new growth markets

Turning

India
into an export hub

Expanding business activities in the

Middle East
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This presentation contains perspective statements and information about the business development of the Škoda brand.
Such statements can be made in writing or orally and be recognised from words such as ‘ expect ’, assume ’, intend ’, plan ’,
believe ’, seek ’, estimate ’ and become ’, or other words with a similar meaning . This means that they are based
on assumptions regarding the development of the economies in the individual countries and of the automotive industry
in particular, which we have made based on the information available and which we considered to be realistic at the time
of printing. The assessments made here include a certain element of risk, and the actual developments may deviate from the
forecasts stated.

Consequently , any unexpected decline in demand or any economic stagnation in our core markets such as in Western
Europe particularly Germany ) or China will have a corresponding influence on our business development. This also applies
in cases of considerable adjustments to the current exchange rate with regards to the euro, the US dollar, the British pound

or the Chinese renminbi.

Should one of these risks or others occur, or in the event that the assumptions that underlie these statements prove
to be incorrect, the actual results may substantially deviate from those expressed by the statements or contained in them.

We do not retrospectively update perspective statements. These forecasts are valid at the time of publishing
and may be replaced.

Disclaimer
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